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Here are the links for the donations to the TPC, Communal Gatherings and myself given 

some people have been having difficulties locating them. For those on our social media 

pages they are posted every week all the links on the show post. Donations for the TPC 

and Communal Gatherings can be found on our thinkdifferent.thepeoplesclub.org site. 

For myself it is on the THI-SHOW.com page, or paypal using this email address: 

tgwusauk@hotmail.com or you can go to my patreon site and get all the transcripts of 

every show at patreon.com/TommyW. Thanks once again to all who donate to both 

causes it is much appreciated. The second of 6 land deals under contract is now 

concluded this week, more updates next week. A deep pondering show this one, as many 

of the pieces this week asks you to think long and hard on your thinking, actions or role 

in life, and how you can make corrections with it within yourselves. As this week marks 

the start of the new fear based program, that has been rolled back out again like a giant 

hamster wheel, and predictably the teenager actress with aspbergers leads the way again. 

It would appear now to mark the end of the Covid news cycle as the MSM tired of being 

hammered by the narrative of Covid, and so now the shift is back to climate change. 

Suddenly in the news items surrounding Covid and vaccines are en masse scaled back by 

the MSM and lets provide another distraction, and wheel out other fake experts to 

distract, guilt and shame the public. Predictably being led by the el-ites, yet who is 

responsible for the energy mess? who continues to use coal, gas, nuclear power? when we 

have had free and clean energy for over 100 years. Who continues to peddle gas guzzling 

forms of transport? yet we have alternatives over a hundred years ago. Who destroyed all 

the rain forests and natural habitats for their business ventures? Who made several holes 

in the planet for their insatiable greed, via various mining projects? Who destroyed the 

oceans dumping all kinds of toxic waste, instead of spending money on safer options? 

Who destroyed our skies and crops with their chemical spraying and weather 

manipulation tactics? The main focus of efforts to curb global warming has been the 

ever-rising emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) from human activities, such as generating 

power and clearing forests, who created that? Who created the taxes on the people and 

yet didn't use it in a proper way? Who destroyed our children's health and teeth with their 

dumping of more toxic waste into the water system? Who stifled the peoples and the 

planets progress with their educating and not teaching system, making people useless 

eaters because they have little to no knowledge of how to be different? Who destroyed 

the ozone layer by dispersing more toxic chemicals into the skies and using rockets when 

we have had other better, cheaper and safer forms of travel for at least 70 years? Who 

creates the excess methane that is considered a warming gas, oil and gas people, yes in 

part farming which is a necessity, but another issue because shareholders want too much 

money, corpirate companies want a throw away society to generate more shekels, which 

creates large landfills. Who invested in and created all the world deadly arsenals, 

militarized and used deadly toxins, poisonous gases, nuclear weapons plus other weapons 
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of mass destruction. Who neglected the roads, infrastructure, parks and improvements 

because shareholders wanted all the profits? Who neglected the water system, sewer 

systems, electric systems that create massive fires because all the profits go to 

shareholders not investment, hello Rothschilds PG & E, underground transport systems to 

again feed greed based shareholders? Who overlooks the fact we produce enough food 

for 3 planets per year, yet over 1/2 of the world are starving? Who overlooks the fact that 

2.3B don't have access to a toilet, 1.3B don't have access to electricity, and 27K children 

die each day from malnutrition? Who bought up all the land and forced the population 

into denser and denser concrete jungles, then complain about the smog, when every man 

woman and child could have a 1031 square feet of land each and all fit into Texas? It 

wasn't people, it was the system of bloodline families, Hebrew Annunaki and el-ites, so if 

as they say that climate change is a major problem, it is they who caused it and they who 

should address it and they who should pay for all of it. How about funding the clean up of 

the above Bezos, Branson and Musk instead of a dickswinging contest of I was in space 

first, some of our members went long before them and their outdated tin cans and 

circumcised penis shaped rockets, thinking they are the new Osiris. Not create guilt 

tripping programs and push the blame and costs onto the people. The solution they give 

to fix climate change? give money to the UN, the people give money to 209 Governments 

each year and yet they never did anything, so why is giving money to a fake corrupt 

organization of children fiddlers going to solve the world heating up? Will the UN send 

their peacekeepers to the sun, and ask it to turn the heat down a bit? The UN have 

peacekeepers have they ever made peace in any war zone? no, so they are incompetent. 

Courage is 200 on the scale of consciousness, fear is 50. For many it feels like a 

mountain to climb up that scale, for others it is a reflex. I see so many forgetting that they 

even have courage inside them pounding to get out. Today I reflect on my own courage 

and debate it's authenticity. Feels like my nappies (diapers) were pinned together by 

hands that oozed courage. I am also aware that it has scattered many from my timeline, as 

I boldly wore it like lipstick throughout my life. It has dawned on me today that maybe 

some see courage as a defect of character and something to be ashamed of, rather than a 

stepping stone to freedom.  

 

This is how the media works in presenting a story and then twisting the narrative to 

deflect the original issue. 18 Jewish teenagers, part of a group who had been visiting 

religious sites in Ukraine, were initially disallowed from traveling on a flight home due to 

a dispute over COVID-19 protocols on the KLM-operated leg of their journey from Kyiv 

to Amsterdam. Ukraine is one of the ancestral homes of the Jews is why they are visiting, 

long before the British mandate decided to give them a fake country. A day later, Delta 

Air Lines allegedly kicked off the same girls for swapping seats on a Friday morning 

flight, Rabbi Yisroel Kahan claimed in an interview. At this point you think great, more 

people need to not follow protocols based on fake science and an experimental vaccine, 

that near 18 months on, has not yet been approved. But then the slide story appears. 
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Rabbi Kahan said that he suspects anti-Semitism is at play with regard to Delta's 

decisions. With anti-Semitism, if it looks like a duck and quacks like a duck, then it 

probably is a duck, he said. All to predictable, the Rabbi would have been better served 

praising the independent free will adult thinking choice of the students, but no, he rolls 

out the woe is me line that after 80 years is just wearing thin.  

 

Remember when Gates and Biden warned there would be no or less meat? UN meat tax 

will close down Australia’s cattle industry and starve 80 million people, says Bob Katter. 

As a major sponsor of the UN talkfest will the LNP Government support the proposed 

beef tax? Bob Katter MHR, says a carbon tax on meat, which has been proposed at a 

United Nations food summit, would shut down Australia’s cattle industry and starve 80 

million people alone. The True Animal Price Protein Coalition proposed a meat tax of a 

€1 ($1.61) per kilo, at the summit in Rome last week of which Australia is a major 

sponsor, having contributed $63.9m. Almost every single calf that is born in Australia is 

produced on land that can’t be used for any other purpose, Mr Katter said. If you 

introduce that tax and wipe out the cattle industry, then there is 2.4 billion kilos of protein 

that will no longer be available. Australia on an average year turns off 8 million cattle for 

consumption, each with 300 kgs of consumable meat. The average family of five eats 150 

kg of beef a year, so you are going to starve 80 million people to satisfy your ideology. 

There is no alternative feedstock that can provide such an enormously high protein 

regime.  The staple diets in Indonesia, Europe, Japan, South Korea and South America is 

meat. You’ve got to eat a lot of rice to get the same protein content that beef provides, 

and even more salad and that is a message to Vegans, it is not the glory role you all 

thought it was, plants are living creations as well. Whether we like it or not, our diet for 

most people depends on consuming meat, just because a plant doesn't make any audible 

sound when killing it, does not mean it is living. A balance diet is what is required, not 

old system programs to divide the people. Mr. Katter said the other problem with the 

meat tax is that much of the Australian landscape will become a wasteland again and will 

not be used to produce anything. 

 

You've heard of plant-based meat, but have you ever heard of 3D printed meat? well 

there is now. There is a Spanish startup business that hopes you will start to see a whole 

lot more of it, does anyone ask what is in it? Everyone thought the 3D printers would be 

for their benefit, like all technology it will only be released if it works for the system, not 

the people. Perhaps more caution and thinking is needed for the med beds brigade, which 

8 years later and despite it being owned and pushed by a major bloodline family, the 

Rands like Keshe nothing of note was produced, just more promises that never get 

delivered. 

 

A group of 22 Democrats in the Texas House of Representatives on Friday sued 

Republican lawmakers in the state, including Gov. Greg Abbott, in the latest escalation of 
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their ongoing feud. In the lawsuit, first reported by the Texas Tribune, lawyers for the 

lawmakers argue that GOP attempts to bring them back for a special session are 

violations of their civil rights, alleging a "discriminatory scheme" to violate their 

constitutional right to assemble. The lawmakers also allege that Abbott and Republican 

Reps. Dade Phelan and James White engaged in a conspiracy "by public statements and 

otherwise, to attempt to deny, coerce, threaten, intimidate, and prevent" the Democrats 

from their constitutional rights. If ever Americans should see the pure staged theater of 

their Government representatives, this is it. A group of Democrats leave their state in a 

political and legal stunt, then when law dictates they return and face legal action for 

dereliction of duty to the public, they file further legal claim to delay, obfuscate and 

muddy the waters so the original issue is forgotten. Just like the Russian investigation, the 

Capital staged riot investigation it is beyond embarrassing watching a plethora of 

politicians acting like they are in a kindergarten play. Forget which party, it is irrelevant, 

though Democrats behaviors and demeanors are in particular unsavory from a public 

perspective, or should be. Remember they blocked the stimulus checks for $2000, until 

they got in power and then gave $600 and then $1400, which unless you went to Johns 

Hopkins equals $2000, they had blocked for months. The legal aspect that runs the 

Government and collects many shekels, has to be stopped. Why does so many legal 

wrangles occur within DC and beyond, because nearly all of the politicians are lawyers. 

Most lawyers as we know are snake oil people, who argue over the argument and produce 

circular arguments to spin out time, and in doing so, increase the amount of shekels. 

Under the Constitution it is illegal to have a foreign title and be a politician, all lawyers 

have foreign titles as they operate under the British Accreditation Registry or BAR. Lets 

blame Biden many will say, but what did Trump actually do to benefit the people, aside 

from cryptic references under the in Q tel system, which is the CIA, who have never 

benefitted we the people. He ignored various programs to improve the country given to 

him on a plate by Kim and myself, never released the publics money out of the Trust, and 

lost an election to a doddery, senile old man who can barely stand up, so spare me things 

would be better with Trump and his handler Jared Kushner, and his puppet funding arm 

the Trustee, it wasn't. There are many people awake now, yet the problem is too few 

realize the bigger picture, beyond politics. Politics is the lowest form of awakening, it is 

the continuation of the drama so many people gossip in their private lives. You will never 

truly awaken if your sole or main focus is politics, politics is the theater of the absurd. 

Yes you can rail at politicians they are the convenient point fingers away from 

yourselves, but ultimately politicians are a reflection of the people themselves, do you 

like what you see? well change yourself and change the system then. If you have to ask 

what can I do, you are part of the problem, millions of caring and sharing people 

providing real solutions not just promises like some others, we can and will change 

everything including how the Government operates. 
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Here is the failed old systems latest attempt to get people to coalesce to their murderous 

demands to take the jab. Jennifer Aniston has expanded on why she has cut off some of 

her friends who have refused to be vaccinated. Aniston a product of the Waldorf training 

school and heavy donator to the Democrat party, said this week. She had lost a few 

people from her weekly routine who had decided against having a Covid jab. Some of her 

Instagram followers have since asked why she was so worried, given that she had been 

vaccinated. Because if you have the variant, you are still able to give it to me, straight out 

of the Dr. Fauci handbook. I may get slightly sick but I will not be admitted to a hospital 

and or die. Wrong Jennifer, more people have died since the vaccine than before based on 

real figures not Johns Hopkins. Here comes the word salad bs'ery and reverse logic that 

makes no sense. But I can give it to someone else who does not have the vaccine, and 

whose health is compromised or has a previous existing condition and therefore I would 

put their lives at risk. So by having the vaccine it does not prevent you having the 

disease, and you can even get the disease and pass it onto other people is what you are 

saying. Yet the chances of getting the Covid are slimmer than getting it with the vaccine 

Jennifer, your own immune system is a minimum of 10% to 36% a better defense against 

the virus, than what was stated as the cure, but clearly you are telling people it is not the 

cure, by saying you can pass it on!! Aniston said: There's still a large group of people 

who are anti-vaxxers or just don't listen to the facts. It's a real shame. What is a real 

shame is, your own lack of intelligence to grasp common sense and realize you have just 

done an advertisement to NOT take the vaccines. Another desperate attempt of lets get 

fake TV stars to convince the masses, it worked before 2020, but now we see through the 

illusion. Stick to promoting cancer causing hair products Jennifer. 

 

In an unnerving trend, a third police officer who responded to the riot at the U.S. Capitol 

on Jan. 6 has reportedly committed suicide. The latest case involves Officer Gunther 

Hashida, who was assigned to the Emergency Response Team within the Special 

Operations Division of Washington, D.C.’s Metropolitan Police Department. The MPD 

says Hashida was found deceased in his residence on Thursday, July 29. We are grieving 

as a Department as our thoughts and prayers are with Officer Hashida’s family and 

friends. It remained unclear how the policeman killed himself, or if his response to the 

Capitol riot was a contributing factor to his demise. Hashida left behind a wife, three 

children and a sister. The fact that he’s the third officer responding to the riot who have 

purportedly killed themselves is raising eyebrows. You can’t tell me that’s just a 

coincidence, said President Trump supporter Lauren Witzke, who made headlines herself 

in June when Wells Fargo mysteriously canceled her bank account without warning and 

explanation. They are either overwhelmed with guilt, or were about to release 

information about the federal government & intelligence agency’s involvement, she 

added. Don’t be fooled, something here is very, very wrong. The DNC party continuing 

the sterling work of the Clinton's, of deleting everything and everyone who goes against 

their opinions or official stance. Pelosi has blood on her hands, as she was instrumental to 
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that staged event, cops showing alleged rioters to certain rooms, and guess who said she 

had her laptop stolen? yes Pelosi, just like the Clinton's and the emptying laptop, phone 

and computers. The staged rioters deleted the Pelosi files.  

 

The White House is calling on OPEC and its allies to increase oil production as gas prices 

rise. The Biden administration said OPEC+’s decision to gradually ease production cuts 

is “simply not enough” during a “critical moment in the global recovery. The national 

average for a gallon of gas stood at $3.186 on Tuesday, up roughly $1 over the last year. 

The White House is also calling on U.S. regulators to scrutinize prices at the pump. Or 

here is a better solution, stop playing the global oil market game, become self sufficient 

and use our own oil instead of importing it and that way we can have lower gas prices 

permanently. What a novel idea that is, all so radical they will say, no it is called those 

words that bother so many people these days, it is called common sense. 

 

Iran is ten weeks away from acquiring enough enriched uranium to build a nuclear bomb, 

according to the latest Israeli puppet and Defense Minister Benny Gantz. Hey Mr. Gantz 

Iran acquired nuclear weapons from your own country 30 years ago, so lets not beat fake 

war drums and scare the bots into thinking Iran is a threat, as Israel gave them nuclear 

weapons. Common sense question is, if nuclear weapons are a threat to peace, why does 

Israel have them? Iran has violated all of the guidelines set in the JCPOA, and is only 

around 10 weeks away from acquiring weapons-grade materials necessary for a nuclear 

weapon, he told ambassadors from countries on the United Nations Security Council 

during a briefing at the Foreign Ministry in Jerusalem. Israel has broken more UN rules 

than all other countries combined, did they comply? did they hell. Now is the time for 

deeds, words are not enough, it is time for diplomatic, economic and even military deeds, 

otherwise the attacks will continue. Gantz’s remarks came amid rising tensions around 

the Gulf of Oman, where a ship was boarded by hijackers Tuesday evening and an 

Israeli-linked ship was struck by UAVs last week. Iran has been blamed for both attacks. 

Emphasizing that Israel does not see the Iranian people as an enemy, Gantz said, the 

Iranian regime is threatening us and sparking a regional arms race. So, Iran retaliates one 

or two times after multiple dozens of attacks by Israel on Iran and neighboring countries, 

and the pity party group cries foul. Essentially what a regional arms race means is, other 

countries want parity with the countries who have the said weapons for their own 

defense, but that doesn't work for the playground bullies as only they can have the ball. 

The solution is fairly simple Mr. Gantz but perhaps a tad too adult for you to 

comprehend, stop attacking and threatening other countries, stop stealing other countries 

land and resources, and stop meddling and dictating other countries policies, then the 

people of Israel will at last be in peace. But, sadly that doesn't generate the shekels does it 

Mr. Gantz? I warned removing Nuttyasshole would not generate much difference, the 

issue isn't the personalities as they come and go, the issue that needs to be dealt with and 

ended, is the program. 
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Iran’s Foreign Ministry warned arch-foe Israel on Thursday not to take military action 

against the Islamic Republic, after the Jewish state threatened Tehran over a deadly 

tanker attack. In another brazen violation of Int’l law, Israeli regime now blatantly 

threatens Iran with military action, ministry spokesman Saeed Khatibzadeh said. The MT 

Mercer Street, managed by prominent Israeli billionaire Eyal Ofer, was attacked off 

Oman last week. A British security guard and a Romanian crew member were killed in 

what the United States, Britain and the vessel’s operator Zodiac Maritime said appeared 

to be an Iranian drone strike. What if it was a US or Israeli Military drone? not like either 

of them have used that tactic to generate war and more income is it? Perhaps here is a 

clue, later on Friday, Zodiac Maritime said Mercer Street was sailing under the control of 

her crew and under her own power at 14 knots, to a safe location with a US naval escort. 

Why are the US providing naval support for a foreign country, for a supposed private 

trade vessel? Is this a US Military policy that our tax payers are funding support for 

Israeli trade vessels? Israel blamed Iran but provided no proof, an operator of a supposed 

trading ship is able to decide he was attacked by an Iranian drone, who knew the ships 

captains could not only identify the object, but also who made or sent it? what an 

extraordinary captain that is. Given the US support vessel was in close attendance to 

escort the alleged stricken vessel, who is to say it was not the US drone? We state this 

clearly: any foolish act against Iran will be met with a decisive response, and don't test us 

Khatizbadeh said.  

 

Just as we warned months ago of how flight travel would suffer badly. Spirit Airlines 

canceled more than half its schedule on Tuesday, and American Airlines struggled to 

recover from weekend storms at its Texas home, stranding thousands of passengers at the 

height of the summer travel season. By early evening, Spirit had canceled more than 400 

flights, or nearly 60% of its schedule. Nearly 100 other flights were late, the blame 

appeared to lie at least partly with a technology outage affecting crew scheduling. 

American Airlines had already canceled nearly 350 flights, it is much larger than Spirit, 

so those flights amounted to 11% of its schedule, still an unusually high rate. About 

three-fourths of the American cancellations appeared to be due at least partly to a lack of 

pilots, according to a company log. Yes, because you either killed them all by force 

jabbing or others refuse your Stasi attempts to jab them with a techno jab. The disruptions 

at Spirit and American are just the latest examples of airlines scrambling to deal with an 

increase in travel this summer. Airlines have thousands fewer employees than they did 

before the pandemic, but U.S. air travel has recovered to about 80% of 2019 levels. Time 

to boycott air travel altogether, excessive prices, two hour wait lines, where you are part 

stripped, sent through radiation machines, fondled all over by Total Sexual Assholes 

better known as the TSA, they have reduced the free drinks and meals service, they lose 

your luggage and post agency led goons on a plane with you watching your every move. 
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Now you need to show more of ze papers please, and quite why people tolerate that 

levels of intimidation and interference is beyond me.  

 

Jeannette Young, the chief health officer of Queensland, Australia, told a press 

conference on Tuesday that unvaccinated elderly people should avoid contact with their 

grandchildren, after a cluster of corona virus cases was discovered in four local schools. 

If you’re a grandparent of one of these kids, one of these households, and you haven’t 

been vaccinated, please don’t go anywhere near your grandkids, Young said. The cluster 

was first detected at Brisbane’s Indooroopilly High School and has since spread to 

produce several cases at Iron Side State School, Brisbane Grammar School, and Brisbane 

Girl’s Grammar School. Authorities recorded 16 new cases linked to the four schools on 

Tuesday, including five afflicting family members of students and one infection of a 

neighbor. The outbreak at the high school is up to 47 known cases in total. Almost 8,000 

Queenslanders have been subjected to Australia’s famously strict quarantine protocols in 

response. Warning common sense alert, If this is correct lets overview shall we, who sent 

the children back to school? the Government. So, the Government are to blame for the 

children getting sick, and perhaps instead of blocking the elderly visits with the 

grandchildren, she should warn the people to avoid the Government given they were 

responsible for it. 

 

This was sent in by a listener and plays nicely into the next piece. Every time in the loops 

when times are better, persons tend to become lazy. When times are bad many search for 

solutions.  We search for remedies of our memory blockings, that when they are gone 

makes us much better as beings. Now we are entering better times. Warning, now is the 

time to not do what we usually do under dire circumstances, and to grab this opportunity.         

The ouroborus effect kicking in on another level now and is going just as we predicted a 

few years ago. US job openings hit a fresh record in June amid reports the country 

continues to face a labour shortage. Job vacancies jumped by 590,000 to 10.1 million on 

the last day of the month, according to figures from the Labor Department. That was up 

from a record 9.5 million openings in May and well above economists' expectations. It 

comes as companies struggle to find workers in sectors such as leisure and hospitality as 

the economy reopens. The ratio of openings to hires, despite easing in June, remained at 

historically elevated levels, JPMorgan analyst Peter McCrory said. US unemployment 

surged to 14.8% at the start of the corona virus pandemic, but the economy has been 

recovering strongly this year. However, despite restrictions being eased, workers have not 

rushed back to jobs in the numbers expected. The people had their humdrum cycle of 

slave labor broken, and now look at life in a different way. But, Americans because they 

had life so easy for so long, in comparison to other countries has developed a lazy 

attitude to working, particularly in the more manual labor fields. That was left to the 

immigrants, largely Mexican, and it seemed manual labor to many Americans was felt 

beneath them, we will leave that to Mexicans who by and large will do any job to make 
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sure their families have enough, yet Americans won't. The same applies in Europe also, 

so not just an issue here, it is an entitlement issue that effects this country and why people 

outside of this country have a poor view of Americans in general. Yet, the same people 

who won't do manual labor, then complain about the immigrants coming in and taking 

their jobs, and that applies in some cases, but not in the lower paid jobs, of which most 

jobs these days are in that bracket. The system is setting people up for Universal Basic 

Income, which will be the death knell program of ultimate control and they will then 

bring in the robots to replace us, or maybe the robots are more advanced versions of 

many of the people on this planet? Maybe that is why they got a software upgrade jab, or 

maybe it is a kill switch? 

 

COVID BS:  We stand in historic times these days as the impossible is reached on a 

daily basis now it seems, so many firsts in history it becomes difficult to keep up with. 

But for the first time in human history we now can infect others with a disease that we 

ourselves do not have, to persons that has been vaccinated against that same disease. Let 

that sink in. 

 

Reports are coming out of Israel indicating the claim that vaccinated people aren't getting 

seriously ill is nonsense. Dr. Kobi Haviv, said this on Israel's Chanel 13 August 5th. 

 

95% of the severe patients are vaccinated, 85-90% of the hospitalizations are in fully 

vaccinated people. We are opening more and more COVID wards, the effectiveness of 

the vaccine is waning/fading out. We were labeled conspiracy theorists for stating those 

facts before the jab, funny that.  

 

Here comes the flip flopping rhetoric from the Gain of function shekel people. In their 

own words they prove the non vaxxers correct, we thank them for their own inability to 

not realize what they say or think, these people are a blessing for us. The powerful 

protection offered by Moderna’s Covid vaccine does not wane in the first six months 

after the second dose. But during the call, Moderna executives said they anticipated that 

boosters would be necessary this fall to contend with the Delta variant, which became 

common in the United States after the results were collected. Which proves it does wane 

or not work. Lets not forget the variants were part of a predicted program done by Johns 

Hopkins and WEF Klaus Schwab ahead of the variants happening. We believe a dose 

three of a booster will likely be necessary to keep us as safe as possible through the 

winter season in the Northern Hemisphere, said Dr. Stephen Hoge, the president of 

Moderna. Germany, Israel and France have all decided to administer boosters to 

potentially vulnerable populations, no surprise there, all Rothschild's puppet countries. To 

older people or people with compromised immune systems or both, to bolster their 

immunity in the face of a Delta-driven surge in cases. Our Immune systems are 

compromised by your own vaccines and your pharmaceutical buddies - just saying. The 
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Biden administration is considering a similar strategy. Scientists, though, have not 

reached a consensus on whether booster shots are needed to boost immunity in fully 

vaccinated people. On Wednesday, the World Health Organization called for a 

moratorium on boosters till the end of September, because they are not ready to release 

the newer variant yet, seems their plans have stalled, as the next one Epsilon was due out 

in July, oops. The group urged health leaders to focus instead on vaccinating 10 percent 

of people in all countries. Dr. Paul A. Offit, a member of the Food and Drug 

Administration’s vaccine advisory committee, said that the data presented by Moderna 

and other vaccine manufacturers so far, did not justify rolling out boosters in the next few 

months. That wouldn’t be needed, he said, unless there was evidence that the vaccines are 

no longer protecting people against severe disease. But then if it is required, that means 

the other two doses are invalid and not fit for purpose, and so will you call for their 

immediate cessation Mr. Offit? I suspect not. Vaccines doesn't prevent non sick people 

from dying or side effects either Mr. Offit, have you considered that or is that too much 

common sense? You want this vaccine to protect against the kind of illness to cause you 

to seek medical attention, or be hospitalized, and until you see any evidence that that isn’t 

true, then you don’t need a booster dose. Moderna’s data came from a new analysis of its 

clinical trial, which started in late July 2020 and recruited a total of 30,000 volunteers in 

the United States. The clinical trial was started in late July 2020? oh my, what that means 

is, the vaccines given out to people thinking it was the cure, was actually the trial, that 

was pushed by Government and media alike, oops. In November, the company 

announced that the vaccine had an impressive efficacy of 94.1 percent, that number 

didn’t change much after six months, neither did the 99.97% immune system, so why 

take something if you are not sick that reduces your chances of getting it? The trial found 

that the vaccine’s efficacy against severe Covid-19 was 98.2 percent, still lower than the 

immune system. While three of the volunteers who received a placebo died of Covid-19, 

none of the vaccinated volunteers did. Eh 3 died of a placebo? what was in it? the 

immunostupidity virus? 

 

Last week, Pfizer and BioNTech released a detailed report of their own mRNA vaccine’s 

durability after six months. The companies estimated that the vaccine’s efficacy started 

off at 96.2 percent for the first two months after the second dose, it then declined after 

that, to 83.7 percent by six months. 12.5% decrease in 6 months and no one sounded the 

alarm bells? 1 in 8 failed based on that. But experts cautioned that the calculated decline 

in the Pfizer-BioNTech study could have been a statistical artifact, yes when figures work 

against them out roll the excuses. Chance alone could lead to a different efficacy estimate 

at different times. Chance alone that our immune system is statistically better than all 

vaccines combined. I would not assume waning immunity based on this study alone, said 

Maria Deloria Knoll, an epidemiologist at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of 

Public Health. Those in alliance with the Johns Hopkins center? Gavi, the Vaccine 

Alliance, World Health Organization (WHO), Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Centers 
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for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), UNICEF, Ministries of Health, Global and 

local Non-Governmental Organizations, Vaccine Manufacturers and Academic & 

Research Institutions. Quite a consortium of psychopaths and shekel people. The F.D.A. 

is expected to give full approval to the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine next month. Moderna 

filed for final approval of its vaccine on June 1, and expects to complete its submission in 

August. Pfizer is also expected to ask the F.D.A. to authorize a booster dose this month. 

To estimate the efficacy of their vaccine, Moderna researchers looked at data from the 

trial up until late March, because the figures after that showed alarming deaths and 

injuries. The Delta variant did not become common in the United States until weeks later, 

as a result, they cannot determine how well the vaccine protects people against Delta 

based on the clinical trial. They cannot determine it because A: the clinical trial was the 

roll out of the vaccines and B: the Delta variant is the vaccine. In June, Moderna released 

details on an experiment in which its researchers tested antibodies from people who 

received their vaccine against the Delta variant. They found that the antibodies were 

moderately less effective at blocking the variant from infecting cells. In the earnings call 

on Thursday, the company presented details from additional studies, they found that the 

strength of the antibodies against variants waned substantially by six months after the 

second dose. Moderna has been developing a range of boosters and testing them in 

clinical trials. On Thursday the company reported that, a booster containing half a dose of 

the original formulation strengthened the antibodies against the Delta variant, 

substantially above the levels seen shortly after volunteers received their two original 

doses. The waning antibodies combined with the recent surge of infections would call for 

a booster, Dr. Hoge said in the earnings call. We believe a booster dose is likely to be 

necessary this fall, particularly in the face of the Delta variant, he said. Yes because that 

was the plan all along, the Gain of Function shekel generator. Rebecca Kahn, a 

postdoctoral research fellow at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, 

disagreed. These Phase 3 results underscore that the vaccines are highly effective,” she 

said. While it’s important to continue evaluating their effectiveness against new variants, 

the priority needs to be increasing global access to first and second doses.” In an earnings 

call last week, Pfizer also said that its booster raised antibodies above their original level. 

The booster studies from both companies have yet to be published in a scientific journal. 

Do you know where the highest form of antibodies comes from, our own bodies, as those 

who contracted "Covid" in Italy months before the Wuhan incident, as they still had the 

antibodies in use 6-7 months later, oops. 

 

Dr. Carol Baker is a professor of pediatrics and of molecular virology and microbiology 

at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston, TX. Previously, she was head of the section of 

infectious diseases in the Department of Pediatrics at Baylor College of Medicine for 25 

years. More than that, she’s the chair of the national CDC advisory committee on 

immunization practices in the USA. CDC - check. She also used to work for the Gates 

Foundation, Gates - check. She is better known as the person who stated her famous 
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words at a CDC meeting in 2017, where she stated the best solution for anti vaxxers is, 

get rid of the whites. The rest of her presentation, you can see the other “panellists” 

nodding their heads in agreement. Carol Baker just casually threw it out there in 2017 

that we must get rid of white people, as they are the only ones refusing to take the 

vaccines. Further proof if our members ever needed it of the FRWL narrative and the 

Hebrew Annunaki old world control system's plans haven't changed in 110K years, 

eliminate the white population. 

 

OTHER ITEMS: New York Governor Andrew Cuomo has resigned after an inquiry 

found he sexually harassed multiple women, prompting efforts to remove him. The best 

way I can help now is if I step aside, he said on Tuesday, while maintaining the claims 

were untruthful. His resignation goes into effect in 14 days. werrrll two weeekks! Power 

will then be transferred to Lieutenant Governor Kathy Hochul. The Democrat faced 

pressure from his own party to resign since last week's report, including from President 

Biden. Whilst not wishing to down play what at this point are allegations, an important 

point this must be done in overview, personalities pushed aside and what are the facts? 

The fastest and easiest way in their world to bring down or remove a person in a position 

is, use the sexual misconduct allegation. It works most of the time, and is a classic agency 

based tactic of people in many walks of life. One misaligned alt media personality used it 

against me recently, it is a classic way for the female scorned or otherwise to use against 

men, it's the oldest trick in the book for the victimhood based female. Ignoring their own 

behavior and lets point fingers of blame onto someone else, that often has damning 

consequences whether it is true or not. The blackmail program ran in corridors of power 

uses this very tactic quite often, first it was the same sex tactic, then it shifted to being 

with children tactic, because the public will become the jury and convict that person 

without evidence, because it is a topic they themselves cannot face the reality of. But, lets 

look at the allegations shall we. Eleven women have accused Governor Cuomo of 

misconduct, eight women say he made offensive, condescending or sexual comments. 

Whilst not knowing the levels he did that, that thing goes on in every office around the 

world, sexual innuendo and banter, male and female, that is brushed off as such, until an 

agenda kicks in. Seven women say he inappropriately touched or groped them at least 

once, again without knowing the level of groping or where, and clearly there are such 

boundaries, but why was it not brought up when it happened? This again comes down to 

another factor, the Milgram Experiment aligned with the Rockstar effect. Whereby 

people in authority are allowed to do and say things just because they are a personality, 

wrong thinking, those in those positions need to act with more responsibility. But, then 

the fame aspect kicks in, I was groped, winked at or kissed by blah blah, and it fuels the 

gossip and status of some people, because they got attention from a so called personality. 

A famous quote by Donald Trump saying you just go up to women and grab them by the 

pussy, they won't or can't do anything because I am Donald Trump. That is the rockstar 

effect, that people will let stars of the idiot box do things they wouldn't allow an ordinary 
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person on the street do, that is being complicit in the wrong action whichever way you 

look at it. It is no different to the girls who stand near the front of rock concerts, known 

as groupies, but they are not groupies, they are prostituting themselves to a person they 

don't know and have never met, all to say to their friends I did whatever with a famous 

personality. It is shallow and demeaning behavior to all women doing that, yet the same 

people complain if an ordinary guy in the bar approaches or looks at them. What that is 

saying is, if someone is famous they can do what they like, wrong thinking and is 

creating a vicious circle of abuse of other females by people who can't control 

themselves. It is setting the wrong examples for the female model, that seducement of the 

body works to get them what they want, money and status, it is denigrating the female 

archetype, play a classy female and stop the Hathor sexual and power seducement games. 

The mixed messages and actions are the issue in most cases within office and work 

environments, no is no and silence is the sleight of hand consent program, that operates 

on many levels. We have spoken about defining things far more clearly than we did in the 

old world, silence equals compliance. Four women alleged he kissed them without 

consent, again it depends on the circumstances, how he did it, we cannot just assume it 

was mouth to mouth or other sexual zones, but again one has to ask as to why all these 

events take so long to come out? Why is it because someone is famous, are poor 

behaviors not addressed in the here and now, well often the case goes back to the rockstar 

effect, and the piece we did earlier in the year of people in power being blackmailed or 

blackmailing, it is an epidemic within those circles and allows devious characters to 

leverage those situations. If Cuomo has done all these things and it is of the higher 

category of sexual pestering, he deserves all he gets, but the general concern that applies 

to all people now, due to the fake victimhood program and everyone is offended by 

everything these days, to be used and abused by unscrupulous people, that is the danger 

of these programs. As for Cuomo, one must overview again, 19 allegations of which most 

will be minor, and some may have been highly inappropriate has brought him down. Yet, 

thousands of deaths of the elderly in the care homes didn't, that is what is really wrong 

here, a bit of sexual banter and horseplay is considered more harmful than killing many 

of New York's elderly population. That is a society problem and deep failure of us all to 

focus on the titillating drama, than real life situations. Sex garners attention, but the 

deaths of many elderly didn't, that is a deep failure on behalf of much of our society, and 

that has to be changed by us all. 

 

This is some research by one of the members of the law group that confirms much of our 

narrative and adds a bit more, additional insights provided by me also. Iudaism (Judaism) 

was an official Roman Cult created around 71 CE. Confirms no letter J, but also the 

original name for Judea pronounced Jew dea. The name Dea is primarily a female name 

of Latin origin that means Goddess, the Jew goddess which is Isis, Judea used to be spelt 

IVDEA, there was no J or U at that time that came later, add J and U together and you get 

Jew. A Gewe was an enlightened individual (the elite) and a Iewe was an animal/slave, 
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the masses. Gewe phonetically is pronounced as GEEWEE, but really is said as Jew, 

Iewe equals we the sheep. Emperor Vespasian orderer Flavius Iosephus (Josephus), who 

was Iosephus bar Matthias, son of Mithraic High Priest Matthias, to create the Septuagint 

assisted by several hundred scribes. Vespasian? vesp asian, the vesp from Asia? 

Vespasian was the first emperor from an equestrian family, given it was Asian and horse 

related, perhaps that piece about the horse headed chimeras springs to mind? Vesp is 

commonly used in the gaming world, which contains many creatures said to be fiction, 

but with knowledge more resembles facts. Vesps are the primary antagonists of the 2015 

book The Silence by Tim Lebbon, and its 2019 film adaptation of the same name. They 

are an ancient species of bat-like monsters that, while blind, are highly sensitive to sound. 

After being freed from a subterranean cave system, they begin attacking and killing off 

life on Earth. Vesps resemble small, pterosaur-like creatures with wide wingspans and 

small bodies. Their heads are large and almost completely consist of mouths with 

hundreds of sharp teeth. They have no eyes, but possess two large glands on the sides of 

their heads and large, oval nostrils. Released from underground, lizard like, attack and 

killing life on Earth? sound familiar? This was a blend of Mithraic (known as Satanic 

today) & corrupted Celtic and Mesopotamian texts first formed in Ancient Greek and 

Latin. Mithraism came from Persia and was the worship of Ba'al, included child sacrifice 

and all the other awful things we know of as Satanism. Saytan/Satan was their Lord, 

whom they named Saboath. Saboath could translate to the Sabbath. Saboath the 

transliteration of the Hebrew word tsebha'oth , meaning hosts, armies. Or reverse it and it 

is armies of hosts, again does that sound familiar? In the LXX, the Hebrew word is 

rendered by Almighty. Almighty just means the mighty god, it is not a description of 

single person, but another title. It may designate Jehovah as either (1) God of the armies 

of earth, or (2) God of the armies of the stars, or (3) God of the unseen armies of angels; 

or perhaps it may include all these ideas. The Roman Emperor was Lucifer, the light 

bringer, which was Julius Caesar and subsequently transferred to being Jesus the light 

bearer, and so Jesus is in essence was Lucifer. The Septuagint became the Old Testament 

in the King James Bible, 1st written in the 16th century in the new made up language 

called English, Hebrew was made up around 300 to 800 CE I think. The Septuagint 

became the Tanakh/Talmud when Judaism was restored in the 16th century, and the 

various tribes of the Khazar Diaspora were for the first time called Jews. The Septuagint 

is also called the translation of the seventy, because tradition states that the Septuagint 

was translated by seventy. The Septuagint has its origin in not Jerusalem but we are back 

to Egypt again and Alexandria. A Diaspora is a scattered population whose origin lies in 

a separate geographic locale. What that doesn't state is, whether that geographic locale 

was on this planet? Diaspora means the dispersion or scattering of, by whom? and where 

from? because these people did not have and have never had a homeland here, just a 

parasitic host invading countries. Who sent them? Lucifer, who used them to scatter, well 

that is in the last two letters of Diaspo RA. The label Jew was not widely accepted until 

the extremist Sabbataen cult called the AshkeNazi's accepted the label of Jewish. The 
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word God of the King James Bible came from the Persian word Gad meaning rapist 

amongst other things, and was used as the name Lord God to hide the real name of 

Satan/Saboath as their Lord. Rapist of which? sexual or the minds via psycho the rapists? 

Lastly, SS was the Sancte See or Holy See and formed the foundation of the AshkeNazi 

SS. 

 

EXPOSE: Cancer Knowledge of cancer is speculated to go back as far as ancient 

Egyptian medical practice around 2500 B.C, hmm what a cohen cidence that is. In more 

modern times, during the Renaissance, beginning in the 15th century, scientists 

developed greater understanding of the human body. Scientists like Galileo and Newton 

began to use the scientific method, which later was used to study disease. Autopsies, 

done by Harvey (1628), led to an understanding of the circulation of blood through the 

heart and body that had until then been a mystery. In 1761, Giovanni Morgagni of Padua 

was the first to do something which has become routine today, he did autopsies to relate 

the patient’s illness to pathologic findings after death. This laid the foundation for 

scientific oncology, the study of cancer. The famous Scottish surgeon John Hunter (1728-

1793) suggested that some cancers might be cured by surgery and described how the 

surgeon might decide which cancers to operate on. Hunter was in league with the Jenner 

family, and it has recently been alleged that Hunter's brother William, and his brother's 

former tutor William Smellie, were responsible for the deaths of many women whose 

corpses were used for their studies on pregnancy. Hunter is alleged to have been 

connected to these deaths, since at the time he was acting as his brother's assistant. The 

John Hunter Clinic of the Chelsea and Westminster Hospital in London is named after 

him, as are the John Hunter Hospital in Newcastle, Australia and the Hunterian 

Neurosurgical Laboratory of the Johns Hopkins Hospital. Hunters house was the setting 

for the Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hide movie also. If the tumor had not invaded nearby tissue 

and was moveable, he said, there is no impropriety in removing it. A century later the 

development of anesthesia allowed surgery to flourish, and classic cancer operations such 

as the radical mastectomy were developed. The 19th century saw the birth of scientific 

oncology with use of the modern microscope in studying diseased tissues. Rudolf 

Virchow, often called the founder of cellular pathology, provided the scientific basis for 

the modern pathologic study of cancer. As Morgagni had linked autopsy findings seen 

with the unaided eye with the clinical course of illness, so Virchow correlated 

microscopic pathology to illness. This method not only allowed a better understanding of 

the damage cancer had done, but also aided the development of cancer surgery. Body 

tissues removed by the surgeon could now be examined and a precise diagnosis could be 

made. The pathologist could also tell the surgeon whether the operation had completely 

removed the cancer. Today, cancer treatments are still quite primitive, often relying on 

surgery to remove cancerous tissue in the hope that it has not already spread to other 

tissue. If it has, then this may result in further surgery, and so on. Other treatments 

include radiotherapy usually using x-rays which, were discovered in 1895. In the region 
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of 40% of people with cancer receive radiotherapy. As well as destroying the DNA of 

cancerous cells, the therapy also causes severe damage to healthy tissue. The theory is 

that normal tissues are more able to repair themselves than cancerous cells. 

Chemotherapy uses a single cytotoxic drug or cocktail of drugs which are poisonous to 

cells. The aim is to kill off the cancer cells, but this also has the effect of killing healthy 

cells. One of the most common side effects is hair loss. Despite cancer being known to 

more modern medical science for over 250 years, and the billions upon billions spent on 

research, there is no effective cure, and treatments still rely on old and highly damaging 

methods and a lot of hope. New and effective treatments seem to have made very little 

progress in the past century or so, and primarily involve tinkering with existing 

treatments. The reality is that around 50% of people diagnosed with cancer will die from 

the disease. In the United States the death rate from cancer has only been reduced by 

about 16% over a 20 year period, not a glowing statistic by any means. There has been 

less reduction in death from the disease in the UK. Once of the biggest cancer charities in 

the UK is Cancer Research UK (registered charity 1089464) with a generated income for 

the last financial statement (2013-2014) of £537 million. A charity which provides 

support to cancer patients is MacMillan Cancer Support (registered charity number 

261017) with a generated income for the same period of £156 million. In the United 

States, the American Cancer Society generated an income of $925 million according to 

the last available accounts to November 2013. $925M 8 years ago and for what? more 

research of which anything of value is discarded. A complete and utter waste of money, 

and would have been better going to local charities that actually achieve something, now 

if those funds was to go into the TPC, we would produce cures, not treatment. In addition 

to major charities, there are a number of national organizations in many countries, and in 

regions such as Europe, which also generate significant revenue from public and 

commercial sources.  

 

Cancer is very big business: Drug companies are making huge profits from sales of 

expensive targeted drug therapies. Sales of Xalkori (lung cancer) and Zelboraf 

(melanoma) account for around 46% of the estimated whopping $100 billion in cancer 

drug sales worldwide. Right there is the reason for no cures, cures doesn't make the 

shekels and they did warn us on the Georgia Guidestones of much reduced population 

and gave the solution behind it, saying don't be a cancer on the planet. Be not a Cancer 

upon the Earth; Leave Room for Nature. There has been many claims of cures including 

the German Scientist who cured cancer in 1927, he was killed in 1928. Then there is a 

famous banking family name guy called Otto Heinrich Warburg who is said to have 

cured cancer in 1923. Cancer grows in oxygen deprived acidic tissue, diseases cannot 

survive in an alkaline body. Deprive a cell of 35% of its oxygen for 48 hours, and it may 

becomes cancerous. Remember the oxygen cutting going on in India, perhaps there is 

your answer why. Why did so many need the oxygen to begin with is the great question? 

Johanna Budwig, a German scientist, found the cancer cure in 1951. She was a 6-time 
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nominee for the Nobel Prize and held two doctorates, one in medicine and one in 

pharmaceutical chemistry. She also found the cure for cancer, as well as numerous other 

diseases, like arthritis, diabetes, cardiovascular problems, and liver dysfunctions. What 

she discovered was that cancer cells are simply cells that lack the necessary at a 

molecular level, with the right photons and neutrons in order to mature. Furthermore, she 

found that the red blood cells of cancer patients have no fatty layer, unlike the ones in 

healthy people. This led to the cure of cancer, which showed a 90% success rate. She 

successfully treated numerous cancer patients, even the ones in stage 4, after the therapy 

with radiation and failed surgery. Her cancer treatment included nutrition and diet 

changes. The diet contained no additives, no animal products except for the quark (a 

cheese) or cottage cheese, combined with flaxseed oil. This combination of protein and 

oil provided the necessary nutrients on a molecular level, so the cancer cells were 

absorbed or sloughed off while the body was completely healthy only after 3 months. But 

then we come to a bloodline family who has withheld the cure from society along with 

pharmaceutical companies and their desire for shekels. 

 

The Rockefeller ‘cure’? A Dr. day made a statement back in the 1960's about a cure for 

cancer and many other eugenic style items, which we will cover in another show. It is 

difficult to get information concerning a possible cure direct from Rockefeller University, 

which is understandable if Dr Day’s statement in correct, and there is no reason for it not 

to be. The university is involved in cancer research through its Anderson Center for 

Cancer Research, which was established to encourage and support collaborations and 

approaches in developing treatment and researching cures. Cancer has been researched at 

the Rockefeller University, when it was an institute since around 1911, and several 

milestones in cancer research have been attributed to Rockefeller scientists. Since cancer 

has been researched in the relatively modern age, there have been many claims of 

treatments said to cure cancer, and many claims that cures are being suppressed by large 

drug companies, and other organizations such as the Rockefeller Institute/University. The 

claims have prompted many countries including the U.S. and U.K., to introduce 

legislation specifically design to prevent claims of treatments which alleged to cure 

cancer, which have not originated from standard scientific practices. In one way the 

legislation can be seen as controlling claims made by manipulators and charlatans to 

protect vulnerable people, and on the other it can be seen as suppressing any potential 

cure, which does not originate from the standard medical practice and research. And 

ultimately it achieves the compartmentalization the old world was famous for, and 

introduce the Monopoly groups. Unfortunately, there are the more unscrupulous in 

society who will take advantage of people, and promote therapies or remedies which will 

have little or no effect, with some causing health problems. That actually explains the 

standard medical procedure group does it not? The largely unregulated diet/slimming 

industry is a good example, where products have been sold based on dubious claims or 

references at an inflated price, effectively preying on the vulnerability of others. On the 
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other hand, a claim that something has the potential to cure cancer relies on the scientific 

community seeing initial credibility in the claim, and conducting further research within 

established scientific testing models. The chances of something being researched by the 

scientific community are slim, unless the source of the claim is already established within 

that community, and it falls within the remit of their current research, which is often 

influenced by their financiers who may have other interests. They always have other 

interests, the shekels plus agendas dictated by WHO, UN and other leading anti human 

groups. These interests are often commercial, and unless there is potential profit in a 

claimed cure, it is highly unlikely that any research will receive funding, which is how a 

cartel or monopoly is created. This effectively reduces the chances of anything which 

may be freely available to the population from being researched. Again, we are moving 

into the corridors of power where profit dictates, what will and will not be permitted at 

each stage of the process. As with many other major scientific discoveries especially in 

health science, it is ‘maverick’ scientists who bring about real change. Casting aside the 

dogma and rules imposed on them, the maverick scientist conducts real research and 

considers all possibilities while attempting to reach their goal. A more recent example is 

that of UK researcher, Professor Gerry Potter. In 2001, Potter hit the headlines with 

claims that he had discovered a drug that could rapidly kill cancer cells with no side 

effects. He claimed that the drug could almost eradicate cancerous cells within 24 hours, 

and was 10,000 times more toxic to the cancer cells than healthy ones. By comparison 

chemotherapy is at best only twice as toxic to cancerous cells as healthy ones. Potter 

made his discovery within two weeks of starting his research. oh dear it was going so 

well until the 2 weeks kicked in!! The drug, which could come in tablet form, only 

becomes toxic when it comes into contact with an enzyme found in cancer cells. In 

laboratory tests the drug destroyed 95% of cancer cells with the enzyme, including those 

of breast, colon, stomach, and brain cancer. Tumors resistant to other forms of treatment 

were also destroyed. Potter predicted that it could take as long as a decade before the 

drug became available on the market, because of the testing process for new drugs. In 

addition to clinical trials lasting many years, investors are sought so that the trials and 

further research can continue. The results of these trials may also result in the drug being 

approved for some areas of treatment and not others. Even when clinical trials are 

completed, it can take considerable time before a drug becomes available to those who 

would benefit from it, with cost to health authorities being the main deciding factor. None 

of which applied to the Covid vaccines candidates, funny that. 

 

Commercialization takes over: The overly bureaucratic and dogmatic systems effectively 

inhibit effective treatments coming to market, as each minor technicality is scrutinized by 

hordes of scientists and accountants. This can place a potentially valuable treatment in 

limbo for many years. What has accountants got to do with medical anyway? does 

anyone ask? In my opinion a ceiling of 10% profits on all medical care, treatments and 

supplies should apply globally, the idea that people make vast profits of others being sick, 
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is in and of itself a deep sickness and dare I say it, cancer stain on humanity. Though it is 

debatable of how human those implementing these programs really are. As of today, 

access to effective cancer treatment is not available to every person who would 

potentially benefit from it, even though Potter’s discovery, which is one of many 

beneficial discoveries in the field of cancer research was made in 2001. The treatment of 

cancer is still based in very barbaric and ineffective treatments such as surgery and 

chemotherapy, with a survival rate at best of 50% of cancer sufferers. Chopping people 

up and blasting them with highly damaging and toxic chemicals is still considered to be 

acceptable, when other less destructive methods could be available right now. Taking the 

overall picture into account, it is highly likely that effective cancer treatments have been 

suppressed in the past. The reasons could be as simple as the lack of the scientific 

community of the period, failing to take notice of new discoveries outside of their narrow 

perspectives, or the lack of financial interest in development. Rockefeller may be no 

different to many other organizations in this respect. Profit before doing what is best for 

the majority of the population. Or maybe the lack of interest in curing the disease is part 

of a wider agenda to keep the earth’s population under control. To repeat what Dr Day 

said, But consider if people stop dying of cancer, how rapidly we would become 

overpopulated. You may as well die of cancer as something else. Final reminder of the 

quote on the Georgia Guidestones, Be not a Cancer upon the Earth; Leave Room for 

Nature. Perhaps a new term is required for the people, Be not a Hebrew Annunaki 

parasite upon the Earth, leave room for nurture and nature, leave room for care and cure, 

leave room for need not greed. 

 

Some more word salad that too few ponder on what they are saying and or meaning. The 

terms smart Alec along with your too clever for your own good, does anyone not wonder 

why people say that? is it a compliment albeit backhanded or a negative retort? Like it is 

too good to be true, if we keep saying that nothing good will be true. But, smart alec and 

too clever for your own good are both limitation programs to pull people back into the 

dumb masses and ignorance programs. Many people around the world have been stifled 

by those very words, whereby they have played down their knowledge to fit in with the 

overwhelming stupid masses. Are you saying most people are stupid? yes I am, look 

around you, look at their ignorance of only believing the now proven total system of lies 

on every level. People voting for their Governments is stupid, as not one of them has ever 

changed anything for we the people. People lining up for an experimental vaccine, that 

contains no virus, failed clinical trials and getting jabbed, all whilst 99% of them are not 

sick and never will be, now that is stupid on a mass scale. People believing a 22-60" box 

with animated figures inside of it, as the truth, yet how many of the animated figures on 

the TV have you met to gain a trust of them? in most cases none, well that is absurd and 

stupid. But just why do we denigrate each other based on a persons ability to learn 

quicker than others? Well, it brings in low self worth and competitive and comparative 

traits again. This is another program of how we the people stifle our own progress, by 
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shutting down people with the knowledge. Given it is the few with more important 

knowledge on this planet, the ones who dare to question the official narrative, why would 

you be labeling them smart alec or too clever for their own good? Whilst it is in overview 

a backhand compliment, it is not always relayed that way by the person stating it. It boils 

down to envy, but the solution of envy is, to become or do the target of the envy yourself, 

that way both people win, not drag the other person down because he or she has more 

intelligence or knowledge than you. Because ultimately those are the very people who 

will save you from your own stupidity and ignorance. Just ponder on these words a 

second, you are too clever for your own good, think about it, how ridiculous does it 

sound? what is wrong being clever, and why is it a sleight being too clever? surely 

everyone would want to be clever? no?  

 

I was pondering the other day as I am helping a few privately overcome their traumas, 

and used an analogy that in overview didn't quite make sense, so I pondered more, and I 

know some are thinking oh no, he is about to twist our brains again. I likened traumas to 

an enclosed room, but you have to open the door or the proverbial Pandoras box of 

traumas to be able to see it and then correct it. But many take a peak and close the door 

again, as that trauma is too uncomfortable to address at that time, because people think it 

is too hard, yet once done people realize with their real eyes, how much easier it was than 

they thought. The hardest part of shadow work is holding onto the past and the traumas, it 

weighs you down, weighs heavy on you and your development, the easy part is actually 

releasing it. What is hard is easy, what is easy is hard springs to mind. So why is that? 

well it all comes down to the low vibrational frequency of, fear. Fear drives the traumas, 

fears fill your thoughts and makes you stress, stress causes sickness, they provide you 

pills that make you more sick, so you need more pills and you are back in the repeat cycle 

game again. So I pondered as to how when you open the door it doesn't close because 

you couldn't face it, but close down that room of traumas forever. People assume you 

have to tackle the issue through the door, but on other planes and a belief in yourself, this 

can be done very differently. Like the mirror you don't look in it, you look at it or from 

behind the mirror which is not the reflective part. How can you look from behind the 

mirror, many will ask, how do you know you cannot do something unless you had tried 

it? Again it comes back to fear, fear of your own potential and abilities, it is the ultimate 

in slavery and limitation program. Like the prism of 7 points of light from behind that 

produces the single point of light from the front, the trauma room can be accessed in the 

same way. Go through the wall into the room, address the issue within the room, process 

it, forgive yourself and forgive all others, package it up and expel it out of your vessel 

and field, from within. That way when you are opening the door in the room it is to get 

out and away from that trauma, and by closing the door you are getting closure on the 

trauma and or the issue. Symbolically, you can the disappear that door in your corridor of 

traumas, replace the door with a picture of happiness. 
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The message of lets not repeat the movie, the failings of the past and start afresh and 

build a new. Perhaps one word breakdown will be a reminder of their possible word 

magic games, like Amen is a tribute to Ra. It is one word that curiously is said the same 

phonetically in America, when many other words are not. Like concrete, Americans often 

use a letter less in their phonetics of a word, English says conc- rete, Americans con 

crete, you can check out many other words, and you will see the slight difference of 

where Americans pronounce words differently than the traditional English phonetics, 

Americans split the word at the third letter, the UK the 4th letter. Yet curiously one words 

remains the same, that word is re peat. But if you apply the extra letter it will become rep 

eat. Perhaps the lesson for change is, by staying the same and repeating, you will be 

allowing the reps to eat you. Maybe the shortened versions of the two American fake 

political parties is indicative also, Rep and Dem, is that Reptile and Demon? In the UK it 

is Cons and Lab, the cons who con and the lab rats, ain't that right Dr. I don't give a 

Fauci? or we will PUT you into slave labor and make lots of shekels off of it, and call it 

socialism. 

 

The cancer of the red tape and bureaucracy is now in full swing, with Covid leading the 

way in it. Bureaucracy is the tool of the old world system to create havoc, chaos and 

frustration amongst the populace. Jackass Civil Servant types introduce it in Government 

circles, where one question only has one answer and heaven forbid if you give the triality 

answer to the question, all hell breaks loose. Vaccine or no vaccine, neither I am not sick 

thank you, renders puzzled and furrowed brows, and looks of you can't say that answer as 

it is not in the boxes, well, I don't fit in boxes and neither should anyone else. 

Questionnaires steering you down a profiling based path, with limited or limiting 

answers, all designed to fill the databases they have on all people, stored in vast 

underground bunkers in Utah. They know your whole life, lifestyle, habits, purchasing 

records, where you go and how long you spent there, one giant perverted voyeuristic 

system. Forms they give us make no sense, long winded and completely by and large 

irrelevant, like a visit I had to the dentist, I only went for an examination and was asked 

on a form how many times I had sex with other people and how many times I jacked off, 

I kid you not, what has that got to do with cleaning teeth, unless you have pube hairs 

stuck in them!, it defies belief, yet people answer these types of questions. Don't get me 

started on the automated message system they have, limited choices to press a button, but 

no button to speak direct to customer service, we don't recognize that selection, yes 

because you are a jackass bot is why, devoid of any humanity and common sense. 

Anyone ask why they still call it Customer Service these days, because there is none, a 

machine is not customer service. But, it is all part of the program to delay even the most 

basic interactions between the people and the service these day, and it is absolutely 

appalling on behalf of the companies, but more appalling is we go along with it and 

tolerate it. Some members recently experienced my reactions to spam callers, despite 

being on the no call list, how can people call you if you are on that list? the answer is the 
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no call list is another waste of time filling out forms to not provide the service it details. 

My response to silent calls or clearly delayed automated calls is, this is the war office do 

you want a fight? and they quickly put the phone down. The other one is you have dialed 

sex gardening division, first ram the turnip up your jacksie, you would be amazed how 

quickly the call ends. Airports, Immigration is a classic ze papers please venue and 

designed to humiliate the people and waste vast amounts of time over alleged terrorism 

prevention, it's not and here is why. They have built a massive database on all people and 

yet can't come up with a system that flags the few terrorists, and leaves the rest of the 

population alone? Are they telling us they never thought of that? or is it just designed to 

get people off balance, frustrated, angry and lower vibration? and then they are 

complaining of the rise in air rage, erm ouroborus program anyone? because they created 

it. We spend most of our lives now filling out forms for absolutely everything, standing 

in queues, waiting for someone to answer your call, and now they roll out you have to 

produce your vaccine papers, cards, barcodes or chips. Ze papers please has now returned 

after a hiatus of 80 years, I guess we never learned that Fascism which is a mask for 

Zionism will return again one day like a loop, until we the people recognize it and stop it. 

 

The recent time and change piece has done much for many of you I am pleased to see, 

but during the Tuesday show I mentioned the second Earth falling that was on fire and 

charred, the fire and charred part in my vision was the Northern part of the world. With 

much of America and Canada on fire, maybe we are witnessing live that symbolic event 

as it unfolds, and no it doesn't mean we are all going to die. Fire is a cleansing act and 

what rise out of the ashes is something anew, up to we the people to create what that 

anew looks like. That's why we have the TPC, it doesn't matter how many numbers we 

have, the point is we have numbers, not how many. Next is a series of key quotes from 

our show and the first is poignant to what I just revealed. Immigration of the future will 

not be from country to country, but from their world to ours, was said in this show quite a 

few years back now, perhaps that is more understood now, than then. Another aspect of 

that piece and change, brings in another meme said in our show a while back, everything 

you ever wanted is on the other side of fear. Fear is the antithesis of growth, learning, 

change and freedom. Another piece I did a while back may make more sense now also. 

Most people are like a jigsaw in a box now, and we all know the jigsaw can never be 

completed, when there are missing pieces in the box. The cabal or the old world system 

only scattered the pieces of the jigsaw, but it is we, who created the box and the missing 

pieces, it is time to locate all your missing pieces, and put all of your pieces back together 

and ultimately discard the box. THAT people is true freedom, all else is the mask of 

illusion. I warned back in 2015 all peoples masks would begin to fall, and we would all 

see to true version of you. The masks fell and we all saw more in 2020, but then the child 

level elements of our species introduce new masks, new masks of illusion and people 

think Covid is the illusion, no it's the people, ponder deeply on that. For the religious this 

is an important reminder of a statement in a past show. People only love god or gods 
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when they have failed to remember their own connection to source. Avoid the lies and 

seek the truth because, all truths are easy to understand once they are discovered; the 

point is to discover them. The truth barrier is a block of protecting the self from things 

people can't face or wish to hide behind. It can be and is comforting and comfortable the 

lie, as a child, but as a true adult you should seek the truth at all costs. Society has shown 

us all, they can't face the truth, and so many people are still child like people operating in 

an older body. People will ask why can't they see or hear? It is simple, in terms of their 

vessel, their truth barrier is around their knees, maybe because many of them are on their 

knees? But how can you see or hear if your truth barrier is down by your knees, the 

answer is you can't as both your eyes and ears are above the barrier, it becomes an 

impossibility. The solution is, raise your truth barrier to your crown, then you will hear 

and see on a different level. The ET in our full Disclosure shows The Events that changed 

the world told us what to aspire to with this statement. Just try to accept we are in 

paradise when we are seeing and understanding something new, our god should be 

change, our religion should be understanding, searching for truth is our greatest social 

challenge and purpose. Advanced races grow out of Governments and religions, they are 

for the child level races, it is now time to elevate into an adult species that surpasses 

anything that has gone before. We end with two blasts from the past, to bring forward to 

the now and take with us to the future. If you lead life in love and care you will prevail, if 

you lead life in fear and anger you will fail. Feel free for you to be the person you wish to 

be, not the person who conforms to what others want them to be. You are a multi 

dimensional being operating simultaneously on many levels, you are not here to conform, 

you are not here to be stifled, you are not here to be enslaved, you are not here to be 

abused, or to compete with your friends, family or neighbors. You are here to be the best 

you can be, and do so as a crown of creation, now go out with the confidence of who and 

what you are, and excel in yourself, and in doing so inspire others. Stay safe, stay strong, 

stay prepared and never let anyone put you in fear. WE WISH YOU WELL 

 

 

 

 


